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QUESTION 1

You administer a six-instance, policy-managed, multitenant RAC database CDB1 with three PDBs: PDB_1, PDB_2 and
PDB_3. 

Server pool prod_pool has a cardinality of three and all six hosts of the cluster app. 

Examine these commands executed on HOST01: 

$ srvctl add service ?b CDB1 ?db PDB_1 service AR ?erverpool prod_pool ?ardinality singleton $ srvctl start service ?b
CDB1 ?ervice AR 

Which two statements are true regarding the AR service? 

A. AR runs as a singleton service in the server pool prod_pool and the AR service is available in each of the CDB1
instances. 

B. AR is available on any one available CDB1 instance in prod_pool at any one time. 

C. AR can fail over to any one of the available CDB1 instances. 

D. AR is available only on the CDB1 instance on HOST01. 

E. AR can fail over to any other available CDB1 instance in prod_pool. 

Correct Answer: CD 

Section: (none) 

 

QUESTION 2

PROD1, PROD2 and PROD3 are three active instances of the PROD database. 

Examine these commands executed on PROD1: 

SQL > ALTER SYSTEM SET PARALLEL_MIN_SERVERS=200 SCOPE=MEMORY sid=\\'*\\'; SQL > ALTER SYSTEM
SET PARALLEL_MIN_SERVERS=100 SCOPE=MEMORY sid=\\'PROD1\\'; 

Which statement is true? 

A. PARALLEL_MIN_SERVERS will be 200 for all instances of PROD. 

B. PARALLEL_MIN_SERVERS will be 100 for all instances of PROD. 

C. The second statement returns an error because this parameter must be identical for all instances. 

D. PARALLEL_MIN_SERVERS will be 200 for PROD2 and PROD3 and 100 for PROD1. 

Correct Answer: D 

Section: (none) 

First SET PARALLEL_MIN_SERVERS is set to 200 for all instances, then it is set to 100 for PROD1. 
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QUESTION 3

For which three entities can the "what-if" command evaluation be used to determine the impact of clusterware
management operations in Oracle 12c Clusterware? (Choose three.) 

A. Pluggable Databases (PDBs) 

B. administrator-defined resources 

C. local resources 

D. database transactions 

E. cluster resources 

Correct Answer: ABE 

Section: (none) 

 

QUESTION 4

Which two statements are true regarding server-side connect-time load balancing for a RAC database when using
SCAN listeners? 

A. It is based on performance metrics provided by the database instances LREG processes. 

B. LOCAL_LISTENER must be configured to point to the SCAN to enable server-side load balancing. 

C. The service\\'s connection load balancing goal must be manually configured to enable server-side connect-time load
balancing. 

D. It\\'s enabled only when LOAD_BALANCE=YES is included in the TNS entry used by the client. 

E. Server-side load balancing requires the REMOTE_LISTENER to point to the SCAN. 

Correct Answer: CE 

Section: (none) 

C: With server-side load balancing, the SCAN listener directs a connection request to the best instance currently
providing the service, based on the -clbgoal and -rlbgoal settings for the service. 

E: The SCAN is an essential part of Database configuration. So, by default, the REMOTE_LISTENER parameter is set
to the SCAN, assuming that the Database is created using standard Oracle tools. This enables the instances to register
with the SCAN Listeners as remote listeners to provide information on what services are being provided by the instance,
the current load, and a recommendation on how many incoming connections should be directed to the instance. 

Note: Single Client Access Name (SCAN) is an Oracle Real Application Clusters (Oracle RAC) feature that provides a
single name for clients to access Oracle Databases running in a cluster. Incorrect Answers: 

B: You must set the LOCAL_LISTENER parameter to the node-VIP. If you need fully qualified domain names, then
ensure that the LOCAL_LISTENER parameter is set to the fully qualified domain name. By default, a node listener is
created on each node in the cluster during cluster configuration. With Oracle Grid Infrastructure, the node listener runs
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out of the Oracle Grid Infrastructure home and listens on the node-VIP using the specified port. 

D: LOAD_BALANCE=on, not LOAD_BALANCE=YES, is used. 

References: https://docs.oracle.com/database/121/JJDBC/scan.htm#JJDBC29151
https://docs.oracle.com/database/121/RACAD/hafeats.htm#RACAD7122 

 

QUESTION 5

Which three statements are true about Quality of Service Management (QoS)? 

A. A server-pool can be managed by QoS even if it does have database instances running on any server in the pool. 

B. It can manage database services only if they are defined as UNIFORM services. 

C. It requires Oracle Grid Infrastructure for a Cluster to be installed and Clusterware to be running. 

D. It supports multiple databases assigned to the same server pool. 

E. Databases managed by QoS can be administrator managed or policy managed. 

Correct Answer: BCD 

Section: (none) 

B: Database services should be created as UNIFORM services, meaning the service is offered by every available
instance running in the specified server pool. If your application requires a SINGLETON service, then, to use Oracle
Database 

QoS Management in management mode, the service must run in a server pool that has a maximum size of one. If you
use a SINGLETON service in a server pool that has a maximum size greater than one, then Oracle Database QoS 

Management reports a configuration violation. 

C: Initial QoS configuration includes: 

Installing and Configuring Oracle Grid Infrastructure for a Cluster 

Creating and Configuring Server Pools 

Creating and Configuring an Oracle RAC Database 

Enabling Oracle Database QoS Management 

Incorrect Answers: 

E: It must be policy managed. When you use DBCA to create an Oracle RAC database, you select policy- managed for
the database, and choose the server pools which the database instances should run in. 

References: https://docs.oracle.com/cd/E11882_01/server.112/e24611/install_config.htm#APQOS157
https://docs.oracle.com/database/121/APQOS/wlm_strats.htm#APQOS341 

 

QUESTION 6
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Examine these commands: 

$ srvctl add service ?b racdb ?ervice erp ?erverpool srvpooll 

- failovertype TRANSACTION ?ommit_outcome TRUE ?replay_init_time 1800 

- retention 86400 ?otification TRUE ?lbgoal SERVICE_TIME ?lbgoal SHORT 

- failoverretry 30 ?failoverdelay 10 $ srvctl start service ?db racdb ?service erp 

Instances RACDB_1 and RACDB_2 run on host01 and host02, respectively. Which three statements are true regarding
the service erp? 

A. Connections to the database using erp benefit from Application Continuity. 

B. erp is configured for an administrator-managed RAC database. 

C. Load Balancing Advisory (LBA) will be disabled for this service. 

D. Connections to the database using erp benefit from Load Balancing. 

E. Connections to the database using erp benefit from Transaction Guard. 

Correct Answer: ADE 

Section: (none) 

A: To enable Application Continuity for Java, set the failovertype parameter to TRANSACTION. 

D: -clbgoal {SHORT | LONG} 

Connection Load Balancing Goal. Use a value of SHORT for this parameter for run-time load balancing, or if using an
integrated connection pool. 

E: Enable Transaction Guard through the -commit_outcome parameter. When it is set to TRUE, the commit outcome for
a transaction is accessible after the transaction\\'s session fails due to a recoverable outage. 

Incorrect Answers: 

C: Load Balancing Advisory (LBA) is set through ?lbgoal parameter. Set this parameter to SERVICE_TIME to balance
connections by response time 

References: https://docs.oracle.com/database/121/RACAD/srvctladmin.htm#RACAD5050 

 

QUESTION 7

PROD1, PROD2 and PROD3 are three instances that have multitenant container database PROD open. 

PROD contains multiple PDBs. 

Examine these successful commands: 

$ srvctl add service ?b PROD ?db PRDPDB1 ?ervice SRVPDB1 $ srvctl start service ?b PROD ?ervice SRVPDB1 

Which statement is true about the srvctl start service command? 
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A. It opens the PRDPDB1 PDB if not already opened. 

B. It can open the PRDPDB1 PDB only if it is policy managed. 

C. It can open the PRDPDB1 PDB automatically. 

D. It can open the PRDPDB1 PDB only if it is manually managed. 

Correct Answer: B 

Section: (none) 

 

QUESTION 8

You administer an Oracle 12c RAC database whose clients connect to the database instances using SCAN listeners. 

Which two statements are true regarding client-side connect-time load balancing? (Choose two.) 

A. You must add SCAN VIPs to the REMOTE_LISTENER parameter to enable correct listener cross- registration. 

B. Client connection requests are automatically load balanced across the IP addresses defined for the listeners. SCAN 

C. You must explicitly set LOAD_BALANCE=ON in the client-side TNS entry being used. 

D. The LOCAL_LISTENER parameter for each instance must be manually set to point to the node listener on each
node. 

E. SCAN listeners redirect connection requests to a node listener for the appropriate instance. 

Correct Answer: BE 

Section: (none) 

 

QUESTION 9

Examine this command: 

SQl> CREATE DISKGROUP RECO HIGH REDUNDANCY: 

FAILGROUP fgrpl1 DISK 

`/dev/disk1\\' NAME disk1, 

`/dev/disk2\\' NAME disk2, 

`/dev/disk3\\' NAME disk3, 

FAILGROUP fgrpl2 DISK 

`/dev/disk4\\' NAME disk4, 

`/dev/disk5\\' NAME disk5, 
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`/dev/disk6\\' NAME disk6, 

FAILGROUP fgrpl3 DISK 

`/dev/disk7\\' NAME disk7, 

`/dev/disk8\\' NAME disk8, 

`/dev/disk9\\' NAME disk9, 

ATTRIBUTE `au_size\\'=\\'4M\\', 

`compatible.asm\\' = \\'12.1\\', 

`compatible.rdbms\\' = \\'12.1\\', 

`compatible.advm\\' = \\'12.1\\', 

`content_type\\' = `recovery\\'; 

Which two statements are true about this disk group? 

A. File created in it have three copies for each allocation unit. 

B. Any database instance with the COMPATIBLE parameter 10.1 and higher can use it. 

C. The Compatible attribute values of the disk group can be changed to lower values. 

D. Files created using a template with the redundancy attributes set to MIRROR will have three-way Mirroring. 

E. The RECO diskgroup may only be used for the FRA. 

F. Files created using a template with the redundancy attribute set to HIGH will have three-way mirroring. 

Correct Answer: AF 

Section: (none) 

For Oracle ASM to mirror files, specify the redundancy level as NORMAL REDUNDANCY (2-way mirroring by default
for most file types) or HIGH REDUNDANCY (3-way mirroring for all files). 

Note: 

When a file is created, redundancy and striping attributes are set for that file based on an explicitly named template or
the system template that is the default template for the file type. 

Incorrect Answers: 

B: Compatible.rdbms is set to 12.1, not to 10.1. 

C: The compatible attributes cannot be reversed. 

D: With the MIRROR redundancy attribute, the file is written to a disk in one failure group, a mirrored copy of the file is
written to a disk in another failure group. 

E: FRA (Flash Recovery Area) is not referenced in the creation of the diskgroup. 
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References: https://docs.oracle.com/cd/B28359_01/server.111/b28286/statements_5008.htm 

 

QUESTION 10

Which two statements are true about the UNDROP clause of the ALTER DISKGROUP statement? (Choose two.) 

A. It cancels pending drops of disks dropped using the DROP DISKGROUP command. 

B. ASM disks can never be undropped as a result of a DROP DISKGROUP. 

C. It automatically unmounts the disks after successfully undropping them. 

D. Disks must be rebalanced manually after successfully undropping them. 

E. It is not possible to cancel pending drops of disks dropped using the force option. 

Correct Answer: AE 

Section: (none) 

Reference: https://oracle-base.com/articles/10g/automatic-storage-management-10g 

 

QUESTION 11

After creating a RAC One Node database using SQL statements, you want to register this database with Oracle
Clusterware as a policy-managed resource. 

Which command, or sequence of commands, should you use? 

A. srvctl add srvpool ?erverpool ron ?mportance 100 ?in 2 ?ax 2 ?ervers 016n1, 016n2 srvctl add db ?b ron ?raclehome
$ORACLE_HOME ?btype raconenode ?erverpool ron 

B. srvctl add db ?b ron ?raclehome $ORACLE_HOME ?btype raconenode ?erver 016n1, 016n2 

C. srvctl add db ?b ron ?raclehome $ORACLE_HOME ?btype raconenode ?erverpool ron ?erver 016n1, 016n2 

D. srvctl add srvpool ?erverpool ron ?mportance 100 ?in 2 ?ax 2 ?ervers 016n1, 016n2 srvctl add db ?b ron ?raclehome
$ORACLE_HOME ?btype raconenode ?erver 016n1, 016n2 

Correct Answer: C 

Section: (none) 

If your Oracle RAC One Node database did not register automatically with Oracle Clusterware, then use the srvctl add
database command to add an Oracle RAC One Node database to your cluster. 

For example: 

srvctl add database -c RACONENODE [-e server_list] [-i instance_name] [-w timeout] 

When you add services to a policy-managed Oracle RAC One Node database, SRVCTL does not accept any placement
information, but instead configures those services using the value of the SERVER_POOLS attribute. 
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Note: Use the srvctl add database command to add an Oracle RAC One Node database to your cluster. 

For example: 

srvctl add database -c RACONENODE [-e server_list] [-i instance_name] [-w timeout] 

* -c {RACONENODE | RAC | SINGLE} 

The type of database you are adding: Oracle RAC One Node, Oracle RAC, or single instance. 

Reference: https://docs.oracle.com/cd/E11882_01/rac.112/e41960/onenode.htm#RACAD8194 

 

QUESTION 12

You are administering an ORACLE RAC database with multiple instances. Examine this command executed from the
PROD1 instance which succeeds: CREATE SPFILE FROM MEMORY; 

Which statement is true? 

A. An SPFILE is created and contains parameter settings only for PROD1. 

B. An SPFILE is created and contains parameter settings for all instances. 

C. An SPFILE is created for each instance containing instance-specific parameter settings only. 

D. An SPFILE is created for each instance and contains parameter settings for all instances. 

Correct Answer: C 

Section: (none) 

Reference: https://docs.oracle.com/cd/B28359_01/server.111/b28286/ statements_6016.htm#SQLRF01315 

 

QUESTION 13

Which method can be used to convert a single-instance Oracle 12c Database to a RAC Database? 

A. using DBCA to migrate the database to shared storage and then start one or more RAC database instances on the
cluster 

B. using DBCA to create a template from the single-instance database and then to create a RAC database on the
cluster using that template 

C. using the rconfig utility to create a template from the single-instance database and then using DBCA to create a RAC
database on the cluster using that template 

D. using the rconfig utility to migrate the database to shared storage and then using DBCA to start one or more RAC
database instances on the cluster. 

Correct Answer: A 

Section: (none) 
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QUESTION 14

Which two statements are true concerning the installation of Oracle Grid Infrastructure 12c when using a Standard
Cluster? (Choose two.) 

A. The Clusterware binaries may be installed without installing ASM binaries. 

B. The Grid Infrastructure Management Repository is only required when using ASM. 

C. Specifying the use of Grid Naming Service is optional. 

D. Normal Redundancy ASM Disk Groups used for Clusterware flies will contain three voting files regardless of the
number of failgroups. 

E. High Redundancy ASM Disk Groups used for Clusterware files will contain two OCRs. 

Correct Answer: AD 

Section: (none) 

 

QUESTION 15

Which statement is true concerning the execution of the addNode.sh script for adding a node to an Oracle 12c
Clusterware standard Cluster that uses Grid Naming Service (GNS)? 

A. Adding a node to a Standard Cluster requires the specification of the CLUSTER_NEW_NODE_ROLES parameter. 

B. Multiple nodes may be added to a standard cluster by a single execution of addNode.sh. 

C. Nodes in a Standard Cluster must have a VIP specified when adding the node to a cluster. 

D. Nodes in a Standard Cluster must have a High Availability IP (HAIP) adaptor specified when adding the node to a
cluster. 

Correct Answer: A 

Section: (none) 
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